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Abstract

This study is devoted to numerical modeling of cracking process induced by temperature

change in saturated porous rocks in the context of geological disposal of radioactive waste.

Effects of material anisotropy and heterogeneity are taken into account. The macroscopic

elastic properties are determined from two steps of homogenization by considering pores

and mineral inclusions at two different scales. An extended phase-field model is proposed

to describe the initiation and propagation of localized cracks. Two damage variables are

introduced to conveniently represent both tensile and shear cracks. New damage evolution

criteria are defined by incorporating the pore pressure effect. Three application examples are

presented. By assuming a random distribution of pores and inclusions, the efficiency of the

proposed model for capturing the progressive cracking process is first verified in a triaxial

compression test. The thermal cracking process in an anisotropic and heterogeneous sample

is then investigated. The respective influences of elastic anisotropy and spatial variability of

pores and inclusions are outlined. Finally, the proposed model is applied to a series of real

laboratory thermal cracking tests. Both hydromechanical responses and cracking evolution

patterns are investigated. Numerical results are compared with experimental measurements.

The main mechanisms involved in the thermal cracking process are highlighted.

Keywords: Thermal cracking, material anisotropy, heterogeneous rocks, claystone,

phase-field method, radioactive waste
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1. Introduction1

Geological disposal is considered as a possible solution of radioactive waste manage-2

ment in many countries. In this context, it is primordial to investigate short and long3

term thermo-hydromechanical response of geological and engineered barriers. In France, the4

Callovo-Oxfordian (COx) claystone formation has been selected as the potential geological5

barrier for both intermediate-level long-lived waste (IL-LLW) and high-level waste (HLW)6

[1]. During several decades now, the Andra has coordinated a series of research programs7

for the investigation of thermo-hydromechanical properties of the COx claystone, including8

laboratory and in situ experiments, theoretical and numerical modeling [1].9

Among various important issues to be investigated, the understanding and character-10

ization of cracking processes represents a particular interest. Indeed, initial and induced11

cracks can significantly affect the transport properties of host rock and then the confining12

performance of geological barrier. Cracks can be generated by different factors, disturbances13

induced by gallery or borehole excavation, and pore over-pressure due to temperature rise.14

The thermal cracking is particularly concerned by the radioactive waste which generates15

heat power during a long period. Indeed, the heat emitted by HLW packages causes tem-16

perature rise and pore pressure increase in the surrounding saturated porous rock as the17

thermal expansion coefficient of pore water (2.3 ×10−4 K−1 at 20◦C and 7.2 ×10−4 K−1 at18

90◦C) is higher than that of solid skeleton (1.5 ×10−5 K−1 for the COx claystone). The ex-19

cessive pore pressure increase can lead to rock cracking [2, 3, 4]. At the same time, the basic20

mechanical properties of clayey rocks such as the COx claystone can also be influenced by21

temperature change [5, 6]. Moreover, in order to study the thermo-hydromechanical (THM)22

behavior of the COx claystone in quasi real conditions and to assess different aspects related23

to the conception and design optimization of disposal facilities, several heating experiments24

(among others) from small-scale to full-scale have been conducted in the Underground Re-25

search Laboratory (URL) of Andra [1, 7, 8]. In particular, the monitored THM responses26

obtained in the full scale experiment, called ALC1604 [8], have been the main object of27

∗Corresponding author: jian-fu.shao@polytech-lille.fr
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numerical modeling in the Task E of the DECOVALEX2019 projet [9]. The participating28

teams have used different numerical methods and constitutive models. For more details,29

the readers can refer to the special issue devoted to this topic [10]. The phase-field method30

[11, 12, 13] has also been used in that project [14]. By solving a boundary value problem for31

crack field, this method is able to describe continuously the transition from diffuse damage32

to localized cracks in three-dimensional configurations. It has been applied to different kinds33

of materials and problems, such as multi-physics coupling [15], finite deformation [16], and34

plastic damage coupling [17, 18].35

However, in most previous studies, homogeneous rock materials have been considered.36

The COx claystone is characterized by a multi-scale heterogeneity [19, 20]. For the sake of37

simplicity, two main families of materials heterogeneity should be taken into account: inter-38

particle pores inside the sub-microscopic clay aggregate, and mineral inclusions, mainly39

quartz and calcite in the microscopic porous clay matrix. It is known that the mechanical40

properties of the COx claystone can be affected by the porosity and mineral contents of41

quartz and calcite [20, 21, 22]. The cracking process, in particular, the onset and localization42

of cracks, can also depend on the micro-structural parameters. At the same time, the COx43

claystone also exhibits a transversely isotropic behavior. The material anisotropy affects44

also the cracking process [23, 20, 24].45

The objective of this study is to develop an extended and improved phase-field model46

to describe hydro-thermal damage and cracking in saturated COx claystone, by considering47

material anisotropy and heterogeneity. For this purpose, a new theoretical framework is48

set up for the evolution description of tensile and shear crack fields in coupled thermo-49

hydromechanical conditions. The effects of pore pressure and temperature changes are50

properly taken into account. Further, the material heterogeneity is considered by using an51

anisotropic elastic model issued from two steps of homogenization by successively involving52

pores and mineral inclusions at two different scales. The efficiency of the proposed model is53

assessed by numerical examples and laboratory mechanical and thermal cracking tests.54
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2. Phase-field method for thermo-hydromechanical problems55

We consider here a saturated porous medium that occupies the volume Ω with the56

external boundary ∂Ω. It is subjected to the body force fb in Ω, the surface force tN on the57

part of external boundary ∂Ωf and the prescribed displacement u on the complementary58

part external boundary ∂Ωu. Meanwhile, the porous medium is also subjected to the fluid59

flux ω on the external boundary ∂Ωω and to the prescribed fluid pressure p on the external60

boundary ∂Ωp. At last, the temperature is assumed to be the same for the fluid and for the61

rock skeleton. It has the heat flux q on the external boundary ∂Ωq and the prescribed62

temperature change θ on the external boundary ∂Ωθ. The problem to be solved is to63

determine the displacement (strain and stress), pore fluid pressure and temperature fields,64

as well as the process of initiation and propagation of cracks within Ω during the entire65

loading history.66

2.1. Regularized crack topology67

The phase-field method for quasi-static brittle fracture finds its theoretical background68

from the variational principle proposed in [25]. The basic idea of phase-field method is to69

approximate the sharp crack topology by the regularized smeared crack topology [11] by70

introducing a scalar-valued auxiliary variable d(x), which constitutes the so-called phase (or71

damage ) field. This variable takes the unit value on the crack surface and progressively72

vanishes away from it. The phase-field can be determined by solving its own boundary value73

problem. Further, the differential equations governing the boundary value problem are the74

Euler equations of the variational problem consisting to minimize the total crack density75

(surface) functional in the cracked body. The phase-field d(x) can also be seen as equivalent76

to the scalar damage variable used in the continuum damage mechanics.77

Complex cracking modes are generally observed in rock-like materials under compression-78

dominating stresses [26, 27]. In order to easily deal with such mixed-mode cracks, in this79

work, two phase fields are introduced to represent the two basic families of cracks, i.e. tensile80

and shear cracks (dt for tensile crack and ds for shear crack). Each phase field is described81

4



by the following boundary problem [11]:82 
dα − l2d△dα = 0 in Ω

dα(x) = 1 on Γ

∇dα(x) · n = 0 on ∂Ω

(1)

with α = t, s. ld is a length scale parameter controlling the width of smeared cracks.83

According to [11], the above boundary value problem is equivalent to the following variational84

one:85

dα(x) = Arg{ inf
d∈Sd

Γld(d
α)}; α = t, s (2)

with Sd = {dα|dα(x) = 1 at x ∈ Γ}. Γld(d) denotes the total crack surface area, defined by:86

Γld = Γt
ld
(dt) + Γs

ld
(ds) =

∫
Ω

{γt(dt,∇dt) + γs(ds,∇ds)}dV (3)

Γα
ld
(α = t, s) represent the contributions of tensile and shear cracks to the total crack area,87

respectively. The tensile and shear crack density (surface area per unit volume) γα(dα,∇dα)88

are defined as:89

γα(dα,∇dα) =
1

2
{ 1
ld
(dα)2 + ld∇dα.∇dα} ; α = t, s (4)

In this way, the energy density per unit volume requested to create the crack is composted90

by tensile crack energy and shear crack energy:91

wc(d
t, ds,∇dt,∇ds) = gtcγ

t(dt,∇dt) + gscγ
s(ds,∇ds) (5)

with the material toughness for the tensile and shear cracks gtc and gsc . Further details of92

this double-phase field method can be found in [28].93

2.2. Variational framework94

According to the variational principle proposed in [25], the crack propagation is governed95

by the minimization of an energy functional, which is composed of the stored (or available)96

energy and that used to create the crack. This principle is here extended to saturated97

porous materials subjected to thermal-hydromechanical loads. The total energy functional98

is expressed in the following general form:99

E(εe,m, θ, dt, ds) =

∫
Ω

we(ε
e,m, θ, dt, ds)dΩ +

∫
Ω

wc(d
t, ds,∇dt,∇ds)dΩ (6)
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we denotes the elastic strain energy of cracked material, which is a function of elastic strain100

tensor εe, fluid mass change per unit initial volume m and variation of temperature θ, as101

well as two damage variables.102

2.2.1. Elastic free energy103

For an undamaged saturated porous medium, the constitutive relations due to the104

thermo-poroelastic theory [29, 30] can be expressed as:105

σ − σ0 = C0
b : ε

e −B(p− p0)−Abθ (7)
106

p− p0 = M(−B : εe +
m

ρ0f
) + 3αmMθ (8)

107

s− s0 = s0mm+αb : (σ − σ0)− (3αm −B : αb)(p− p0) +
Cb

σ

T0

θ (9)

σ0, p0, s0, T0 and ρ0f denote the values of stress, fluid pressure, entropy, temperature and108

volumetric density of fluid at the initial reference configuration. The variation of temperature109

is defined as θ = T − T0. The scalar coefficient M is the Biot modulus and B is the second110

order tensor of Biot coefficients. αb is the tensor of thermal dilatation coefficients in drained111

conditions while Ab denotes the tensor of drained thermo-elastic coupling coefficients. Cb
σ is112

the volumetric specific heat for constant stress under drained conditions. The coefficient αm113

denotes the differential thermal dilation of saturated porous medium. In this study, though114

the initial anisotropy of elastic properties of COx claystone is taken into account, for the115

sake of simplicity, the tensors of Biot coefficients, thermal dilation coefficients and drained116

thermo-elastic coupling coefficients are taken as isotropic ones. Therefore, one has B = bI,117

αb = αbI and Ab = 3KbαbI, with Kb being an equivalent bulk modulus and I the second118

order unit tensor. In order to deal with anisotropic elastic materials, the so-called Reuss119

equivalent bulk modulus is here used: Kb = kReuss(d
t, ds).The Biot modulus is accordingly120

given by 1/M = (b − ϕ)/Km + ϕ/Kf , with Km being the bulk modulus of solid matrix,121

Kf that of fluid and ϕ porosity. The differential thermal dilation coefficient is given by122

αm = (b− ϕ)αb + ϕαf with the thermal dilation coefficient of the fluid αf .123
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By using these constitutive relations, the elastic free energy of an undamaged saturated124

porous medium can be expressed in the following form:125

w0
e(ε

e, p, θ) =
1

2
σb : ε

e +
1

2

(p− p0)
2

M
− 1

2

Cb
σ

T0

θ2 (10)

σb denotes the Biot (elastic) effective stress tensor, which is defined by:126

σb = (σ − σ0) +B(p− p0) (11)

In order to better describe two cracking processes, some physical mechanisms are here127

considered. In most rocks, the evolution of tensile crack is generally induced by tensile128

stress while that of shear crack is driven by shear or deviatoric stresses. For this reason,129

the Biot effective stress tensor is decomposed into a positive (tensile) part and a negative130

(compression) part such as σb = σb++σb−. Accordingly, the elastic strain energy is rewritten131

as follows:132

w0
e(ε

e, p, θ) = w0+
e (εe) + w0−

e (εe) +
1

2

(p− p0)2

M
− 1

2

Cb
σ

T 0
θ2 (12)

with133  w0+
e = 1

2
σb+ : εe

w0−
e = 1

2
σb− : εe

(13)

The decomposition of Biot effective stress tensor is due to the operators P±
σ : (a detailed134

description is given in [28])135  σb+ = P+
σ : σb

σb− = P−
σ : σb

(14)

As for the previous study [28], it is assumed that the tensile damage affects the positive136

stresses-related part while the shear damage influences the negative stresses-related part of137

the elastic strain energy. The effects of induced damages on the rest of poroelastic properties138

are neglected, such as Biot coefficient b and modulus M as well as the specific heat Cb
σ. In139

this way, the equation (12) can be rewritten as:140

we(ε
e, p, θ, dt, ds) = ht(d

t)w0+
e + hs(d

s)w0−
e +

1

2

(p− p0)
2

M
− 1

2

Cb
σ

T0

θ2 (15)

7



by using a common form of degradation function:141

hα(d
α) = (1− k)(1− dα)2 + k ; α = t, s (16)

where k is a small positive value to avoid numerical instability after the material is fully142

broken (dα = 1).143

2.2.2. Evolution of crack fields144

In this subsection, we present the main equations governing the evolution of two crack145

fields. A detailed description can be found in the previous study [28]. By solving the146

minimization problem [31, 32] of E given in (6), the governing equations for two crack fields147

(α = t, s) can be written as:148 

−∂we

∂dα
− gαc δdαγ

α = 0 , ḋα > 0 , in Ω

−∂we

∂dα
− gαc δdαγ

α ≤ 0 , ḋα = 0 , in Ω

∂γ

∂∇dα
.n = 0 , on δΩ

(17)

The evolution of two crack fields are described by the following equations:149 
−h′

t(d
t)w0

e+ − gtc

{
1
ld
dt − lddiv(∇dt)

}
= 0 , ḋt > 0

−h′
s(d

s)w0
e− − gsc

{
1
ld
ds − lddiv(∇ds)

}
= 0 , ḋs > 0

(18)

According to these equations, the tensile crack evolution is driven by the elastic strain150

energy w0
e+ which is a function of tensile (positive) Biot effective stresses σb+ (see Equations151

(13)). At the same time, the evolution of shear crack should be driven by the elastic strain152

energy w0
e− which is attributed to compressive (negative) Biot effective stresses σb−. How-153

ever, the result due to the variational approach cannot correctly reflect the shear cracking154

mechanism in rocks. Indeed, it is known that the shear cracking is mainly driven by the155

maximum shear stress and compressive mean stress. Based on this physical mechanism and156

8



by extending the classical Mohr-Coulomb criterion [28], an alternative driving force ws
− is157

proposed and given as follows:158

ws
− =

1

2G
⟨⟨σ

t
1⟩− − ⟨σt

3⟩−
2cosφ

+
⟨σt

1⟩− + ⟨σt
3⟩−

2
tanφ− c⟩2+ (19)

with the bracket ⟨.⟩± such as:159  ⟨a⟩+ = a, ⟨a⟩− = 0, a ≥ 0

⟨a⟩+ = 0, ⟨a⟩− = a, a < 0
(20)

σt
1 and σt

3 are the major and minor Terzaghi effective principal stress [33, 34]. c and φ denote160

the cohesion and friction angle of closed cracks. By substituting ws
− for Equations (18), the161

evolution criteria for two crack fields are now expressed as:162 
−h′

t(d
t)w0

e+ − gtc

{
1

ld
dt − lddiv(∇dt)

}
= 0 , ḋt > 0

−h′
s(d

s)ws
− − gsc

{
1

ld
ds − lddiv(∇ds)

}
= 0 , ḋs > 0

(21)

Based on the concept of [35] for the irreversible process of crack evolution, two energy history163

functionals are defined as follows:164  Ht(t) = max[w0
e+(τ)]τ∈[0,t]

Hs
−(t) = max[ws

−(τ)]τ∈[0,t]
(22)

Using these energy history functionals, Equations (21) can be rewritten as:165 
−h′

t(d
t)Ht − gtc

{
1

ld
dt − lddiv(∇dt)

}
= 0

−h′
s(d

s)Hs
− − gsc

{
1

ld
ds − lddiv(∇ds)

}
= 0

(23)

3. Numerical implementation in finite element method166

In this thermo-hydromechanical problem considering tensile and shear crack, five coupled167

physical unknown fields should be determined by using the framework of finite element168
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method. The weak forms of static equilibrium, hydraulic diffusion and heat diffusion are169

expressed as:170

∫
Ω

δε : Cb(dt, ds) : εdV −
∫
Ω

δε : (δp)IdV −
∫
Ω

δε : (3αbKb(d
t, ds)T )IdV =

∫
Ωf

t.δudS (24)

∫
Ω

k(dt)

µ
∇p.∇(δp)dV =

∫
Ωω

k(dt)

µ
δp.∇pn̄dS −

∫
Ω

1

M

∂p

∂t
δpdV

−
∫
Ω

b
∂εkk
∂t

δpdV +

∫
Ω

3αm
∂θ

∂t
δpdV

(25)

∫
Ω

λ∇T.∇(δθ)dV =

∫
Ωq

λδT∇T.n̄dS −
∫
Ω

Cb
ε

∂θ

∂t
δθdV −

∫
Ω

(3αbKb(d
t, ds)T0)

∂εkk
∂t

δθdV

+

∫
Ω

(3αmT0)
∂p

∂t
δθdV +

∫
Ω

k(dt)

µ
∇p.(Cp∇θ)δθdV

(26)

Following Equations (23), the weak forms of governing equations of the tensile and shear171

crack fields can be written as:172 ∫
Ω

{(gtc/ld + 2Ht)d
tδdt + gtc∇dt · ∇(∂dt)}dV =

∫
Ω

2Ht∂d
tdV (27)

∫
Ω

{(gsc/ld + 2Hs
−)d

sδds + gsc∇ds · ∇(∂ds)}dV =

∫
Ω

2Hs
−∂d

sdV (28)

From these weak forms, the THM fields are obviously affected by the variation of Cb(dt, ds),173

k(dt) and Kb(d
t, ds): The drained elastic stiffness tensor of damaged material Cb is given174

by:175

Cb(d
t, ds) =

{
ht(d

t)P+
σ + hs(d

s)P−
σ

}
: C0

b (29)

with C0
b being the elastic stiffness tensor of undamaged material. The permeability tensor176

of cracked porous medium k(dt) is defined as:177

k(dt) = k0exp(βkd
t) (30)

with the initial permeability tensor of intact porous medium k0 and the parameter βk con-178

trolling its evolution. The drained bulk modulus Kb(d
t, ds) can be calculated according to179
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Cb(d
t, ds). For the sake of simplicity, the rest of the material parameters are not affected by180

the damage variables such as: the dynamic viscosity µ and the tensor of thermal conductivity181

λ.182

Based on elementary approximation with suitable shape functions, the following systems183

of equations to be solved are obtained:184 
Ruu∆U+Cup∆P+CuT∆T = ∆Fe

Cpu∆U+ (∆tRpp +Mpp)∆P+CpT∆T = ∆t(−RppP+∆Fω)

CTu∆U+CTp∆P+ (∆tRTT +MTT )∆T = ∆t(−RTTT+∆Fq)

(31)

The increment nodal values of displacement△U, pore pressure△P and temperature△T can185

be determined by a fully coupled method at each time step. The detailed expression of all186

matrices can be found in the previous study [14].187

On the other hand, the discrete system of equations for the tensile crack can be written188

as:189 
Kdtd

t = Fdt

Kdt =
∫
Ω
{(gtc/ld + 2Ht)N

T
pNp + gtcldB

T
pBp}dV

Fdt =
∫
Ω
2HtN

T
p dV

(32)

and for the shear crack:190 
Kdsd

s = Fds

Kds =
∫
Ω
{(gsc/ld + 2Hs

−)N
T
pNp + gsc ldB

T
pBp}dV

Fds =
∫
Ω
2Hs

−N
T
p dV

(33)

As mentioned above, the damage effects are taken into account in this THM problem. The191

five fields are inherently coupled.192

In this work, an explicit decoupled algorithm is chosen to solve the THM coupled prob-193

lems with relatively small time increment. Moreover, the so-called Alternate Minimization194

(AM) solver proposed in [36, 37] is used to couple the displacement field and phase fields195

because of its good numerical robustness.196
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4. Consideration of material heterogeneity197

In most rock-like materials, the initiation or nucleation of new cracks is strongly moti-198

vated by the material heterogeneity. For instance, cracks can initiate at interfaces between199

stiff inclusions and weak matrix phase, or from some weak zones with high porosity. In a200

number of previous studies, a numerical trick is generally used. Weak elements are arbi-201

trarily placed inside samples or structures in order to facilitate the nucleation and guide the202

propagation of cracks. In order to more physically reflect the effect of material heterogeneity203

on macroscopic mechanical properties, a micro-mechanics based approach is adopted in this204

work. More precisely, by using an analytical homogenization method, macroscopic elastic205

properties are determined as explicit functions of porosity and inclusion volume fraction at206

the microscopic scale.207

As an example, we consider here the Callovo-Oxfordian (COx) claystone which has been208

widely investigated in France in the context of geological disposal of radioactive waste.209

According to the previous studies [19], two representative material scales can be considered.210

Mineral particles, mainly quartz, calcite and pyrite, are randomly distributed in a quasi211

continuous clay matrix at the mesoscopic scale (hundreds of micrometers). The majority212

of pores are found inside the clay matrix at the microscopic scale (less than micrometer).213

Therefor, two micro-structural parameters are adopted here, the porosity of the clay matrix214

fp and the volume fraction of mineral inclusions fi which are defined as:215

fp =
Ωp

Ωp + Ωm

(34)

216

fi =
Ωin

Ωi + Ωp + Ωm

(35)

Ω is the volume of representative volume element, while Ωp, Ωi and Ωm are respectively the217

volumes occupied by pores, inclusions and solid clay matrix.218

4.1. Effective elastic properties219

The macroscopic elastic properties are determined by performing two steps of linear220

homogenization. Considering the inclusion-matrix morphology, the standard Mori-Tanaka221
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scheme is used for each step of homogenization [38]. At the first step, the effective elastic222

tensor of porous matrix Cmp is determined by taking into account of porosity effect. One223

gets:224

Cmp = (1− fp)Cm : [(1− fp)I+ fp(I− Pp : Cm)−1]−1 (36)

Pp(Cm) is the fourth order Hill tensor for ellipsoidal pores [39, 24], Cm is the elastic tensor225

of solid matrix, and I is the fourth order unit tensor. At the mesoscopic step of homoge-226

nization, the macroscopic elastic tensor of heterogeneous rocks is determined after including227

the influence of mineral inclusions:228

Chom = Cmp + [fi(Cin − Cmp) : Din] : [I+ fi(Cin − I)]−1 (37)

with229

Din = [I+ Pi : (Cin − Cmp)]−1 (38)

Pi(Cmp) is the Hill tensor for spherical inclusions [39, 24]. For the sake of simplicity, different230

families of mineral particles are merged into an equivalent inclusion phase, and its elastic231

stiffness tensor is denoted as Cin.232

4.2. Description of material heterogeneity233

With the homogenization-based models, the macroscopic elastic properties are now func-234

tions of porosity and inclusion volume fraction at two different scales. Therefore, the spatial235

variability of macroscopic elastic properties of COx claystone are attributed to the non-236

uniform distribution of porosity and inclusion concentration. In some previous works, for237

instance [40], random micro-structures were generated by using Monte-Carlo realizations238

and the elastic properties fields at the mesoscopic scale were determined by using a moving-239

window homogenization method. A non-Gaussian distribution was proposed for the vari-240

ability of elastic tensor. Similarly, we assume here a random distribution of porosity fp241

and volumetric fraction of mineral inclusions fi by using the standard Weibull distribution242

function:243

φα =
mα

βα

(
fα
βα

)mα−1exp[−(
fα
βα

)mα ] , α = p, i (39)
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where fα is the volume fraction of pores (α = p) and mineral inclusions (α = i). βα is the244

scale parameter of the distribution which represents the mean value of random variable. mα245

is the homogeneity index of the material.246

5. Mechanical behavior of COx claystone247

In this section, the proposed elastic phase-field model is applied to studying the mechan-248

ical behavior of the Callovo-Oxfordian claystone. The emphasis is put on the full mechanical249

response during a triaxial compression test by considering the nucleation, propagation and250

localization of cracks. For this purpose, the tested sample is seen as a small structure251

composed of heterogeneous material. The sample geometry and boundary conditions are252

presented in Figure 1. Two-dimensional plane strain configuration is adopted. The sample is253

divided into 20000 quadrilateral elements with 20301 nodes. The elements with 0.37 mm size254

are placed by a structured way. In this study, the samples are drilled in the perpendicular255

direction to the bedding planes.256

The input parameters are mainly based on previous studies [20, 24]. A transversely257

isotropic elastic behavior is considered for both the solid clay matrix and COx claystone.258

The reference values of elastic properties for the solid clay matrix are: Es
∥ = 3.6 GPa,259

Es
⊥ = 2.4 GPa, ν∥ = 0.3, ν∥⊥ = 0.3 and G∥⊥ = 1.02 GPa. The elastic behavior of mineral260

inclusions is assumed to be isotropic and characterized by E = 98 GPa and ν = 0.15.261

The mean values of inclusion volume fraction and of porosity are respectively: βp = 0.16262

and βi = 0.4. With these values, the homogenized elastic properties can be obtained:263

Ehom
∥ = 6.08 GPa, Ehom

⊥ = 4.42 GPa, νhom
∥ = 0.28, νhom

∥⊥ = 0.33 and Ghom
∥⊥ = 2.7 GPa. These264

macroscopic elastic properties are close to those reported for COx claystone in [20]. For265

the sake of simplicity, the same value of homogeneity index m = 1.5 is adopted for both266

pores and inclusions. In this way, the Weibull distribution of inclusion volume fraction and267

porosity are calculated and illustrated in Figure 1.268
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Figure 1: Geometry of sample and boundary conditions (left), spatial distributions of porosity (middle) and

inclusion volume fraction (right) for triaxial compression test

According to previous studies [11, 12, 32], the scale length ld is conveniently taken as269

being 1 to 3 times of the smallest element size. In our study, it is equal to twice of the270

smallest element size: ld = 7.4 × 10−4 m. In addition, the tensile material toughness gtc271

can be physically related to the uniaxial tensile strength of tensile crack σt. The following272

relation is widely used:273

gtc =
256σ2

t ld
27E⊥

(40)

It is worth noticing that this relation was initially proposed for isotropic materials. It is here274

extended to transversely isotropic ones. For this purpose, the perpendicular elastic modulus275

E⊥ is used. For the COx claystone, the uniaxial tensile strength is evaluated to be σt = 3276

MPa. This leads to gtc = 15 N/m. The shear damage evolution is controlled by the material277

toughness gsc , friction angle φ and cohesion c. Their values can be calibrated from the peak278

deviatoric stresses obtained in triaxial compression tests with different confining pressures.279

Some details can be found in [28]. In this work, the following values are retained: gsc = 950280

N/m, φ = 15o and c = 0.1 MPa.281

Table 1: Mechanical parameters of COx claystone

Parameters Values

Elastic parameters Es
∥ = 3.6 GPa, Es

⊥ = 2.4 GPa, ν∥ = 0.3, ν∥⊥ = 0.3, G∥⊥ = 1.02 GPa

Damage parameters gtc = 15 N/m, gsc = 950 N/m, φ = 15o, c = 0.1 MPa
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Figure 2 presents the numerical and experimental results for the triaxial compression282

test with a confining pressure of 2 MPa. It is found that both the pre- and post peak283

responses are correctly reproduced by the phase-field model. However, from a quantitative284

point of view, the strains in the pre-peak part are underestimated by the model. This is285

due to the fact that only the elastic damage behavior is taken into account in the present286

model as the emphasis is put on hydro-thermal fracturing. It is also worth noticing that the287

numerical results in Figure 2 represent the averaged strains of the tested samples while the288

experimental data are the local strains measured by gauges.289

Figure 2: Axial and lateral strains versus differential stress in triaxial compression test with a confining

pressure of 2 MPa: comparisons between numerical results (continuous line) and experimental data (dotted

lines) reported in [20]

In Figure 3, we show the distributions of tensile and shear damage at four different load-290

ing stages during the triaxial compression test with a confining pressure of 2 MPa. It is291

observed that the shear damage evolves more quickly and localizes earlier than the tensile292

one. Therefore, shear cracking is the dominant process under the triaxial compression con-293

dition. But due to the coupling effect, the tensile damage also initiates and evolves. The294

cracking patterns (localized damage bands) obtained by the phase-field model are consis-295

tent with common experimental observations. It is worth noticing that, in the majority of296
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previous studies, a weak element was inserted in the mesh to enhance the onset of damage297

localization. But in the present work, the process of localized damage is naturally due to298

the material heterogeneity, without the need for any numerical tips.299

tensile

damage

shear

damage

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3: Distributions of tensile and shear damage in the triaxial compression test with 2 MPa confining

pressure, at four levels of axial strain: (a) εa = 0.95%; (b) εa = 1.00%; (c) εa = 1.05%; (d) εa = 1.10%

6. Study of hydro-thermal fracturing300

In this section, we shall present numerical modeling of cracking process induced by301

temperature change in saturated porous materials. A numerical test is first considered to302

show the coupling mechanisms between thermal-hydro-mechanical responses and cracking303

process. Then, a laboratory heating test is investigated.304
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6.1. A numerical test305

We consider here a cylindrical sample of saturated porous medium with a radius of 10mm,306

as shown in Figure 4. The external boundary is first subjected to a confining stress of σ0
rr =307

-12 MPa. An initial pore pressure of p0 = 5 MPa is also prescribed. Then, a constant heat308

power of Q=0.44 W is applied at the cylinder center point for t ≥ 0. The external boundary309

surface is considered as impermeable adiabatic during the heating period. Due to the double310

symmetry of this plane strain problem, only a quarter of the cross section is considered, and311

it is meshed by 50632 quadrilateral elements with 50990 nodes. The elements with a average312

size of 0.4 mm are placed by a structured (regular) way.313

Figure 4: Geometry and boundary conditions of numerical heating test

The same mechanical parameters as those used for the COx claystone given in the pre-314

vious section are used. It is also the case for the mean values of porosity and inclusion315

volume fraction as well as the homogeneity index of Weibull distribution. The scale length316

is adapted to the twice of the smallest element size: ld = 8× 10−5 m.317

In Figure 5, we show the distributions of temperature, pore pressure and tensile damage318

at four different heating times respectively of 600, 880, 1080 and 1200 minutes. It is worth319

noticing that in this specific case, it is expected that the tensile damage should be the main320

cracking process due to the thermal induced pore pressure raise. Thus, only the tensile321

damage distribution is presented in this figure. One can see that due to the small size of322
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the sample, the heat and liquid diffusion takes place quite rapidly in the whole sample.323

The distributions of temperature and pore pressure become nearly uniform quite quickly.324

However, it is very interesting to observe that the tensile damage field is clearly not uniform.325

This is the consequence of material heterogeneity. Moreover, at the first two heating steps,326

namely at 600 and 880 minutes, the thermal-induced pore pressure is clearly smaller than327

the prescribed confining stress of 12 MPa. It means that the average effective stress still328

remains in compression. But one gets already important distributions of tensile damage.329

At some particular points, the damage variable value is even close to 1. This shows that330

due to material heterogeneity, there exist a number of weak zones in the sample, facilitating331

the appearance of cracks. Therefore, the material heterogeneity plays a primordial role in332

the cracking process. Finally, at the two last heating steps, multiple localized fractures are333

formed in the sample. The proposed phase-field model captures this process well.334

Figure 6 shows the results at 1200 minutes of heating by considering an isotropic material.335

As said before, the distributions of temperature and pore pressure are nearly uniform, and336

they are not clearly affected by the material anisotropy. But more interestingly, even the337

difference on the tensile damage field is also very small. This seems to indicate that the338

tensile damage evolution in this case is mainly influenced by the material heterogeneity339

rather than anisotropy.340

In the present micro-mechanics based elastic model, the macroscopic elastic properties341

are affected by the porosity and inclusions at two different scales. In order to investigate342

the respective effects of these two kinds of micro-structural parameters, two comparative343

calculations are performed by respectively considering the porosity or inclusion fraction het-344

erogeneity alone. The obtained results of tensile damage field at 1200 minutes of heating345

are presented in Figure 7. Significant differences are obtained. In the case of heterogeneous346

porosity but homogeneous inclusion fraction, one obtains a small number of but large lo-347

calized fractures. Moreover, there are more cracks along the horizontal direction than the348

vertical one. It seems that in this situation, the material anisotropy effect is significant.349

Inversely, for the case with homogeneous porosity but heterogeneous inclusion fraction, one350

gets a high number of but narrow fractures. There is no clear effect of material anisotropy.351
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Temperature Pore pressure Tensile damage

Figure 5: Distributions of temperature (oC), pore pressure (MPa) and tensile damage at four heating steps

of 600, 880, 1080 and 1200 minutes
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Temperature Pore pressure Tensile damage

Figure 6: Distributions of temperature (oC), pore pressure (MPa) and tensile damage at 1200 minutes of

heating by considering an isotropic porous medium

Figure 7: Distributions of tensile damage at 1200 minutes of heating: comparison between the case with

heterogeneous porosity and homogeneous inclusion fraction (left) and that with homogeneous porosity and

heterogeneous inclusion fraction (right)

6.2. Analysis of laboratory tests352

In the previous studies [3, 41], the authors have performed a series of laboratory tests353

aiming at the characterization of thermal induced cracking in saturated COx claystone.354

Those tests were conducted on cylindrical samples under undrained conditions. The geom-355

etry, initial and boundary conditions are presented in Figure 8. Three tests, denoted as356

EXT1, EXT2 and EXT3, are here considered. The initial values of radial, axial stresses357

(σr
0, σ

a
0), pore pressure (p0) and temperature (T0) of these tests are given in Table 2. The358
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elastic and damage parameters, the average porosity and inclusion volume fraction as well359

as the homogeneity index are the same as those given in the previous section on the triaxial360

compression test. The other input parameters as given in Table 3.361

However, the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient of water αw is taken as a function362

of temperature by using the following empirical relation [42]:363

αw = (−6× 10−6T 4 + 1.66× 10−3T 3 − 0.197796T 2 + 16.862446T − 64.319951)× 10−6 (41)

Figure 8: Geometry, initial and boundary conditions of thermal cracking tests

Table 2: Initial condition in three thermal cracking tests [41]

Sample σr
0(MPa) σa

0(MPa) p0(MPa) T0(
oC)

EXT1 -11.8 -12.6 4.9 25

EXT2 -5.6 -4.8 2.1 24

EXT3 -12.4 -7.2 4.0 35
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Table 3: Input parameters for thermal cracking tests [41]

Density of solid grains kg ·m−3 ρs 2770

Biot’s coefficient − b 0.8

Permeability (parallel to bedding) m2 kh 4.0× 10−20

Permeability (perpendicular to bedding) m2 kv 1.33× 10−20

Thermal conductivity (parallel to bedding) W ·m−1 ·K−1 λh 1.95

Thermal conductivity (perpendicular to bedding) W ·m−1 ·K−1 λv 1.28

Heat capacity of rock J · kg−1 ·K−1 Cp 800

Thermal expansion of rock K−1 αb 1.5× 10−5

Bulk modulus of water Pa Kw 2.2× 109

Dynamic viscosity of water Pa · s µw 1× 10−3

Density of water kg · m−3 ρw 1× 103

Heat capacity of water J · kg−1 ·K−1 Cw 4180

After setting the initial conditions given in Table 2, the samples were subjected to a364

heating process at the external boundary surfaces. The variations of temperature in three365

tests are presented in Figure 9. The evolution of axial stress on the upper boundary surface366

was also monitored during the heating, and the obtained results are provided in the same367

figure. In the present numerical study, the experimental values of temperature and axial368

stress are used as input data of boundary conditions.369

The thermal cracking problem is here solved under the axi-symmetrical conditions. The370

half-cross section of sample is meshed by 2375 (95×25) quadrilateral elements and 2496371

nodes, as shown in Figure 10. The elements with a size of 0.4 mm are created by a struc-372

tured way. At the same time, by using the material heterogeneity coefficient given above,373

the distributions of porosity and inclusion volume fraction inside the meshed sample are374

calculated and presented also in Figure 10. The scale length ld is equal to the 1.5 time of the375
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element size: ld = 0.6 mm. The material toughness parameters are calculated with Equation376

(40).377
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Figure 9: Experimental variations of temperature (left) and of axial stress (right) during heating phase,

used as input boundary conditions in numerical simulations

Figure 10: Finite element mesh (left), spatial distributions of porosity (middle) and inclusion volume fraction

(right) inside the sample

In Figure 11, we show the variations of pore pressure, axial strain and radial stress378

induced by the temperature increase for three tests. The general trends of experimental379

measurements are well reproduced by numerical modeling. It is found that due to the380

prescribed axial compressive stress and blocked radial displacement, there is a significant rise381

of pore pressure during the heating. At the same time, one also obtains an important increase382
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of compressive radial stress. From a quantitative point of view, there are some scatters383

between numerical and experimental results. It is worth noticing that the experimental384

values are locally measured on the outside surfaces of the sample. But due to material385

heterogeneity, the local fields of stress, strain et pore pressure are clearly not uniform. The386

numerical results represent the volumetric averaged values of the sample.387
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Figure 11: Variations of pore pressure, axial strain and radial stress in three tests

In order to quantify the critical stresses driving the macroscopic thermal failure, the388

variation of Terzaghi effective stresses were given in the experimental data respectively on389

the upper and lateral surfaces of samples [3, 41]. The same values are here calculated390

from numerical results and compared with the experimental data in Figure 12. There is391

also a good qualitative agreement between numerical and experimental results despite some392

quantitative differences, in particular for the radial effective stress. In general, the radial393

effective stresses remain or increase in the compression zone. On the contrary, due to the394

significant rise of pore pressure, the initial compressive axial effective stresses progressively395

decrease and become tensile ones. It is interesting to observe that the experimental values of396

peak tensile effective axial stresses in three tests are quite close to each other and around 3397
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MPa. But the numerical results are generally higher than the experimental ones, and reach398

4 MPa the tests in EXT1 and EXT3. This feature will be discussed later in the sensitivity399

study.400
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Figure 12: Variations of axial and radial effective stress in three tests

In addition to the hydromechanical response, the proposed phase-field method is able401

to describe the onset and propagation of cracks in terms of damage localization. Only the402

tensile damage dt appears in the tests. For instance, the distributions of tensile damage in403

the test EXT3 are presented in Figure 13 for four different heating instances. The value404

dt = 1 denotes the totally broken areas, marked by the red color. It is found that due405

to the material heterogeneity, the damage localization starts from some weak zones. With406

the heating process, a main crack is generated and propagates in a sub-horizontal direction.407

Some secondly cracks are also created. The numerical cracking patterns seem to be consistent408

with that observed in the tested sample as shown in Figure 13.409
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(a) t=8874s (b) t=8966s

(c) t=8996s (d) t=9027s

(e) t=9058s (f) Tested sample

Figure 13: Distributions of tensile damage dt for test EXT3 at five heating times; comparison with experi-

mental observation

In order to depict the local thermo-hydromechanical responses and cracking process, in410
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addition to the averaged values given above, in Figures 14, we present the distributions of411

temperature, pore pressure, stresses and strains inside the sample used for the test EXT3412

at t=9058s. It is seen that the temperature distribution is almost uniform and not affected413

by the cracking process. However, all other fields are clearly not uniform and coupled with414

the onset and propagation of cracks. For instance, the increase of permeability with the415

tensile damage evolution leads to a decrease of pore pressure. The axial strain has the416

highest (tensile) value at the crack positions, where the radial stress exhibits the smallest417

(compressive) value.418

(a) Temperature (b) Pore pressure (c) Radial strain

(d) Axial strain (e) Radial stress (f) Axial stress

Figure 14: Distribution of temperature (oC), pore pressure (MPa), radial, axial strains (%) and stresses

(MPa) at t=9058 s for test EXT3

6.2.1. Sensitivity study419

In the preceding section, the numerical results for a selected case are compared with420

the experimental data, demonstrating a high degree of consistency of the proposed phase421

field model. This section aims to further evaluate the sensitivity of the model by examining422

three aspects: i) the influence of randomly generated heterogeneous distributions of material423
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parameters, ii) the impact of mesh size, and iii) the effect of tensile damage driving force.424

In order to investigate the sensitivity of material heterogeneity, three additional simula-425

tions are carried out for the test of EXT3, using different random distributions of porosity426

and mineral inclusion, as depicted in 15. The average porosity and volumetric fraction of427

inclusion remain unchanged from the previous simulation. For simplicity, the focus is lim-428

ited to the variation of axial Terzaghi effective stress and distribution of tensile damage,429

see Figure 16. Compared with the previous simulation which is considered as a reference,430

the curves are quite similar. The difference in peak value between the three calculations is431

less than 5%. This suggests that the numerical results are meaningful of the macroscopic432

responses of the sample. Although the location of cracks may vary due to the different433

distributions, the main cracks are primarily horizontal, indicating that the tensile damage434

is dominating in this test. It is worth noting that no vertical cracking patterns are observed435

in any of the calculations using different random distributions of material parameters.436

(a) Random field no 1 (b) Random field no 2 (c) Random field no 3

Figure 15: Random distribution for porosity (left) and volumetric fraction of inclusion (right): cases no 1,

no 2 and no 3
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Figure 16: Comparisons of axial Terzaghi effective stress due to temperature change between different

random distributions in test EXT3; and related tensile damage dt fields at the failure (peak) stat of sample

Furthermore, the mesh dependence is also studied by considering two additional finer437

meshes: 9500 (190×50) and 38000 (380×100) elements, respectively. For each mesh, three438

random distributions of material properties are used. The variations of the axial Terzaghi439

effective stress are shown for each of these two meshes in Figure 17. For the sake of read-440

ability, one of the three randoms generations is selected to illustrate the crack pattern. It441

is worth noticing that in the calculations using the two different meshes, the scale length ld442

is defined as 1.5 times the element size and the corresponding toughness parameter gtc(ld)443

is then decreased according to Equation (40). This leads to a decrease in the thickness of444

obtained cracks. Given that the main cracks always appear quasi horizontally, they can be445

seen as tensile cracks. Further, the curves of effective stress versus temperature are almost446

identical for the different cases. It can be concluded that the random distribution of material447

heterogeneity does not significantly impact the macroscopic responses of the studied sample.448
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Figure 18 presents a comparison of all nine calculations previously mentioned (3 generations449

x 3 mesh finesse levels). The maximum difference in the peak axial stress among these calcu-450

lations is approximately 7%. This suggests that the mesh size and random distribution have451

little impact on the macroscopic response of the tested sample, and the numerical results452

can be considered as representative.453
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Figure 17: Comparisons of axial Terzaghi effective stress versus temperature between different random fields

of material parameters in test EXT3, by using mesh of 9500 (left) and 38000 elements (right); and related

distribution of tensile damage dt at the peak stress stat
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Figure 18: Comparisons of axial Terzaghi effective stress in test EXT3 between nine different calculations

including three meshes (2375, 9500 and 38000 elements) and three random distributions of material hetero-

geneity

As a summary of above comparisons, it is shown that the tensile damage is the principal454

mechanism in three thermal cracking tests. But the tensile damage is driven by the positive455

strain energy w0+
e = 1

2
σb+ : εe defined in equations (13), where σb+ is the positive part of456

Biot effective stress. In order to investigate the influence of the tensile damage driving force457

on the hydromechanical responses and cracking process, four different kinds of forms are458

here considered:459

1. case 1, w0+
e = 1

2
σb+ : εe , σb = (σ − σ0) +B(p− p0)460

2. case 2, w0+
e = 1

2
σt+ : εe , σt = (σ − σ0) + I(p− p0)461

3. case 3, w0+
e = 1

2
σbθ : εe , σbθ = (σ − σ0) +B(p− p0) +Abθ462

4. case 4, w0+
e = 1

2
σtθ : εe , σtθ = (σ − σ0) + I(p− p0) +Abθ463

The case 1 is the reference one presented above. Three additional series of calculations464

are performed by using the other forms of driving energy for the tensile damage. As the465

most relevant comparisons between the four cases, the variations of axial Terzaghi effective466

stress with temperature rise are calculated and compared with experimental data in Figure467

19. It is found that one obtains almost the same results for all cases during the first stage468

of heating when the crack density is small. However, important differences appear when469

approaching the peak value and in the post-peak zone. From a quantitative point of view, it470

seems that the peak value obtained in case 2 is the closest one to the experimental data. In471
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this case, the positive part of Terzaghi effective stress is used as the tensile damage driving472

force. It is also seen that the contribution of thermal term Abθ involved in the cases 3473

and 4 leads to a decrease of the peak axial stress probably due to the fact the temperature474

change rather enhances the compressive part of stress. From these results, it seems the475

tensile cracking is mainly driven by the positive part of Terzaghi effective stress. However,476

there are still some quantitative scatters between the numerical and experimental results.477

As mentioned above, the numerical results represent the volumetric averages of non-uniform478

stress and pore pressure fields while the experimental data are taken on the sample boundary.479

Moreover, due to the technical limitations, the post-peak responses were not measured in480

three tests. The maximum values given correspond to the macroscopic failure of samples.481
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Figure 19: Comparisons of variations of axial Terzaghi effective stress between 4 cases in three tests EXT1,

EXT2 and EXT3
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7. Conclusion482

In this paper, we have proposed an extended phase-field model to describe the progres-483

sive cracking process in saturated rocks by considering thermo-hydromechanical coupling.484

Material heterogeneity and anisotropy are taken into account. The macroscopic elastic prop-485

erties are determined by a micro-mechanical model issued from two steps of homogenization486

incorporating the effects of pores and mineral inclusions at two different scales.487

It is highlighted that at the scale of tested samples, the onset of localized cracks is strongly488

correlated to the heterogeneous distributions of pores and inclusions. By considering such489

material heterogeneity, it is not needed to introduce artificial weak element to enhance490

the onset of localized cracks. The obtained cracking patterns are quite consistent with491

experimental observations.492

There is a clear interaction between the material anisotropy and heterogeneity in the493

cracking process. It is found that the spatial variation of inclusion distribution attenuates494

the influence of bedding planes on the orientation of localized cracks. In the case with495

non-uniform distribution of porosity only, the localized cracks are clearly guided by the496

orientation of bedding planes.497

Under thermo-hydromechanical loading, the pore pressure rise due to temperature change498

plays an essential role in cracking process, but it is affected by the permeability variation due499

to open cracks. There is a strong coupling mechanism between the thermo-hydromechanical500

responses and cracking process.501

The proposed model is applied to the analysis of laboratory heating tests in which macro-502

scopic fractures were observed. Again, due to material heterogeneity, the local fields of503

stresses, strains and pore pressure are clearly not uniform inside the samples. This leads to504

the onset of localized cracks. The cracking patterns obtained in numerical simulations are505

overall consistent with that observed in the tested samples. With the temperature increase,506

the tensile cracking is the principal mechanism, which is mainly driven by tensile Terzaghi507

effective stresses. The present work can be improved by considering plastic deformation in508

clayey rocks.509
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Appendix: Verification with analytical solution519

In order to verify the accuracy of computing code for basic thermo-hydromechanical520

coupling problem, we consider here a three-dimensional heating benchmark for which an521

analytical solution is found in [43]. As shown in Figure 20, we consider a cubic domain522

with a length of 30 m. The cube is heated at its center with a power of 700 W. Due to the523

symmetry conditions, only a 1/8 of this cube is meshed. The material of cube is an isotropic,524

linear and homogeneous porous medium. The materials parameters are those of the COx525

claystone as shown in Table 4. Additionally, the water is assumed to be incompressible and526

the Biot coefficient is equal to 1.527
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Figure 20: Geometry and boundary condition of 3D heating benchmark

Table 4: Material parameters for 3D heating benchmark

Parameters Unit Notation Value

Young’s modulus GPa E 4.5

Poisson − v 0.3

Density of pore medium kg ·m−3 ρ 2400

Porosity − ϕ 0.15

Permeability (parallel to bedding) m2 k 4.5× 10−20

Thermal conductivity of pore medium W ·m−1 ·K−1 λ 1.7

Heat capacity of pore medium J · kg−1 ·K−1 Cp 1000

Thermal expansion of rock (vol) K−1 αs 4.2× 10−5

Dynamic viscosity of water Pa · s µw 1× 10−3

Density of water kg · m−3 ρw 1× 103

Thermal expansion of water (vol) K−1 αw 4.0× 10−4
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For the sake of simplicity, the detailed expressions of analytical solutions are not given528

here and can be found in [43]. In Figures 21 and 22, we show the comparisons between529

numerical results and analytical solutions for temperature, pore pressure, displacement and530

stress. A very good agreement is obtained.531
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Figure 21: Evolution of temperature, pore pressure, displacement (along x-axis) and normal stress (along

x-axis) with time: comparisons between numerical and analytical results at two different locations
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Figure 22: Evolution of temperature, pore pressure, displacement (along x-axis) and normal stress (along

x-axis) with distance to heating point: comparisons between numerical and analytical results at 15 days of

heating
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